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Games for the

D2K Arcade

  2012

That pesky gorilla is back, and he’s taken the girl to a
whole new collection of construction sites. It’s not going
to be easy getting her back, but you’ve got to try !
Start on Twisted Girders, wih barrels moving in two
directions and
flames raining
down from above.
Move on to The
Mixer and manage
the conveyors of
pie plates. The
Refinery is next,
where you’ll have
to put out the fires
guarding the top
towers. Triple Elevators and its fireballs takes the danger
to new heights. Survive, and only The Eliminator stands in
the way of defeating the ape and reuniting with your girl !

minehunter

  2012

The enemy is attacking, and your military unit has been
sent to the front for the counter attack. But a mine field is
in the way of your tanks. Military Intelligence has captured
several enemy soldiers, and they’ve given vital clues as
to the location of
some mines.
Your unit is
relying on you to
use your powers
of deduction
and pinpoint all
the mines so the
tanks can get
through. Speed
is of the essence.
Sometimes you’ll have to guess, but remember that one
false move and KABOOM ! Good luck, soldier. You’re going
to need it !

• For one or two players
• Play as Mario, Toni, or Bruno
• Two games in one: the classic
arcade game plus five all new
levels !

• For one player
• 3 skill levels
• Choose the size of the minefield
you’ll try to clear
• Timed gameplay

Programmed by
Carl Mueller, Jr.

Programmed by
Ryan Kinnen

DK Arcade 			

  2013

One smart ape has escaped from his cage. Mario, the
zookeeper, is in a real fix ! The gorilla Darwin has captured
a very special lady and made his way onto a construction
site and climbed up bewildering, unfinished structures.
He’s a veritable
King Kong !
It will take not
only Mario but also
one of his brothers
to outsmart the
big ape and return
the girl to safety.
Toni, the younger
brother, is faster
and can leap
farther than his brother. Bruno, the oldest, is not as fast on
his feet, but he can take a mighty fall.
You’ve got until the timer runs out to rescue the girl !
• For one or two players
• Play as Mario, Toni, or Bruno
• Includes intermissions and all
four arcade levels !
Programmed by
Carl Mueller, Jr.

match 5

  2013

You control the grid in a alien spaceship wrecking yard.
Your job is to link five or more identical spaceships and
blast them to smithereens with an electrical charge !
Are you up to the task? Unfortunately, no one seems to
last long in this
job. Some ships
can be destroyed
by linking to any
other ship, but
most can’t. When
the wrecking yard
lanes get bogged
down, bring in the
bomb squad to
blow up the shops
blocking the way ! You’ll need skill and a bit of luck not to
mess up the grid. If you do, it’s game over, and you’ll be
looking for work in no time !
• For one player
• An addictive game of skill & luck
• Two game modes: Turn & Speed
• Save your game scores
permanantly on the cartridge
Programmed by
Dave Akers

paddle party 			

  2013

Relive the late 1970s when TV Tennis was king ! Play the
computer in five different paddle-themed games, or invite
a friend over to your rec room for some head-to-head TV
Tennis competition ! If you don’t have a rec room, don’t
worry. Paddle
Party’s air hockey
table recreates this
fast paced game.
Once you’ve
had enough Air
Hockey, get in your
virtual bumper
cars for a wild
game of Handball
Smash ! And finally,
blast off into space in your TV Tennis spaceship for some
competition… or is that cooperation? Don’t miss the
meteors or it’s Game Over !
• For one or two players
• Five outrageously fun paddle
games on one cartridge:
Handball Smash, TV Tennis,
Doubleball, Air Hockey, and
Tennis In Space
Programmed by
Dave Akers

old school 			

  2014

Poindexter, the teacher’s pet, is cleaning chalk brushes.
He’s also using the opportunity to recover his stolen lunch
money and his precious term paper !
Fric and Frac, the meanest bullies at Old High School,
have scattered
his lunch money
throughout the
hallways and
hidden his term
paper. If those
bullies catch him,
they’ll give him a
“wedgie,” so he
has to hit them
with the chalk
brushes to stun them. If Poindexter can’t hand in his term
paper, he’ll no longer have the best marks in the class,
and he’ll lose his status as teacher’s pet !
• For one player
• Three skill settings and seven
different levels !
• Save your high scores right 		
on the cartridge !
Programmed by
John Doherty

began in 2005 as a nonprofit project to foster the
development of new games
for the Mattel Electronics
Intellivision video game
system. Founded by Valter Prette, it sought to provide
game developers the tools, documentation, and an
emulation environment to bring new Intellivision
games to market.
2012 was a breakthrough year for
Elektronite. It teamed up with Classic
Game Publishers, Inc. and released its
first game, DK Arcade, in cartridgeonly format.
Later that same year D2K Arcade was
also released cartridge only, but in a brand
new shell designed by Left Turn Only,
LLC. D2K got the full treatment not long
afterwards, coming shrink wrapped in a
Mattel-style gatefold box complete with
its manual and overlays.
Since then it’s been a slow
but steady stream of
quality games produced
with the finest all-new,
professionally-made materials.

Customers love the authentic gatefold boxes
that are a standard part of Elektronite releases.
And every game comes
in a newly-manufactured
cartridge shell.
Working with talented
programmers, Elektronite
spends countless hours over
many months testing and fine
tuning its games to ensure the
highest quality possible.
Elektronite is proud
to have sought and
successfully acquired
licenses for classic hits such as Defender of the
Crown from Cinemaware, Hover Bovver from
Llamasoft, Boulder Dash® from First Star
Software, and Miner 2049er from Big
Five Software.
In 2014 Naber Hood Games
became the principle online
vendor for Elektronite
game releases. Intellivision
enthusiasts can look forward to even
more exciting titles in the coming years.
Visit Elektronite.net to purchase the
games you see in this catalogue !

The lost caves of kroz        2014

boulder dash

For many years, Kroz has been a kingdom without a king.
Long ago, the young king was deposed by evil warlords
and exiled. His crown was broken into 32 pieces and
hidden in fiendish puzzle rooms in The Caves of Kroz.
Since then, the
kingdom has fallen
into darkness. The
crown has long
been forgotten.
Even the location
of the caves has
been lost !
Do you have the
skills needed to
recover the crown?
With a sense of foreboding, you set out on your quest
to restore the crown, wondering if you should turn back.
Instead, you continue on toward The Lost Caves of Kroz !

Rockford™ loves diamonds, and he has the power to dig
through the earth to collect them. He needs your help to
guide him through 16 scrolling caves and 4 bonus caves!
But don’t dawdle, or Rockford will become impatient !
Can you avoid
deadly fireflies,
butterflies, and
falling boulders in
a race against time
to clear a path,
collect valuable
diamonds, and
then open and find
the exit?
Surround the
growing amoeba, use enchanted walls, or drop boulders
on butterflies to create even more diamonds! But be
careful not to let Rockford become trapped !

• For one player
• Two difficulty levels
• Save your progress on the
game cartridge
• An officially licensed 		
Kroz adventure !
Programmed by
John Doherty

®

• For one or two players
• Five difficulty settings!
• 16 scrolling caves plus 		
4 additional bonus caves
• Saves your high scores !
Programmed by
Scott Nudds

Copyright © 1984-2014
First Star Software, Inc. All rights reserved

		

  2015

hover bov ver

2018

The lawn needs mowing, and the wife is making your life
miserable! What’s a skint Englishman supposed to do
when he doesn’t have a working mower or two pence to
rub together ? Borrow one ! “Jim won’t mind if I borrow his
mower !” you think
to yourself.
Who knew how
angry the poor
chap would get?
He wants his AirMo lawn mower
back now ! So, sic
the dog on your
poor neighbour
and try to finish the
job ! Avoid making the gardener angry by carefully mowing
around the flower garden. Doing the mowing has never
been so much fun !
• For one or two players
• 16 different lawns to mow and
3 angry neighbors to avoid
• It talks ! Use with your Intellivoice
Programmed by
Óscar Toledo Gutiérrez

MINER 2049er		

2018

Saddle up with Bounty Bob and get ready for the wildest
and woolliest chase ever! Follow the notorious Yukon
Yohan into an abandoned uranium mine.
Before you can capture him, you must cleverly
maneuver through
each level of traps,
tricks, and lethal
challenges. Scale
ladders, make
death-defying
leaps, jump from
moving platforms,
neutralize
deadly mutants,
avoid crushing
stompers… even shoot yourself out of a cannon !
It’s a race against the clock. You’re going to need every
ounce of skill and endurance that you can muster !
• For one or two players
• 22 levels to complete before you
run out of oxygen !
• Collect items in the mine and
avoid radioactive creatures !
Programmed by
Óscar Toledo Gutiérrez

Copyright © 1983-2018
Llamasoft, Ltd.
All rights reserved

Copyright © 1982-2018 Bill Hogue

defender of the crown

   

coming
soon

The Age of Chivalry ! A time of lusty wenches and blackhearted villains. King Richard has been murdered and
England thrown into civil war !
Amidst the ringing clash of steel and the thunder of
charging steeds,
the bold Saxon
knights have
chosen you to lead
them into battle
against the hated
Normans.
Victory will not
come easy. To
save England
your skills as a
swordsman and military leader will be severely tested. But
should you succeed you’ll win the Crown of England and
the love of many a beautiful damsel !
• For one player
• Jousting tournaments, heroic
battles, and castle sieges
• A unique blend of role playing,
strategy & arcade-style action
Programmed by
Arnauld Chevallier
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